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An effective IT integration plan means working with
the right partner and ensuring the solutions you
choose are tailored to the unique needs of your
business.
Ensuring you have the right communications and
collaboration tools in place is essential to success in
today's environment. And for many businesses,
Microsoft Teams will provide them with all the unified
tools they need to boost their performance.

The importance of the right
partner
Without a strong implementation process for Teams,
firms will never be able to realise the full potential of
these solutions. Many companies turn to an IT
supplier they have an existing relationship with, or go
to Microsoft directly. However, these providers often
do not have the full range of technical expertise to
support the installation.

A partner with the right expertise
You need a partner with a deep knowledge of areas
including telecoms, systems configuration, data
connectivity, and the ability to connect multi-site
users, such as Arrow.

Microsoft Teams offers much more than smoother
internal communications. You can also use it for
external calls thanks to solutions like PBX
integrations, for instance, and connect it directly to
services such as Microsoft 365.
But ensuring these solutions work effectively is easier
said than done. You need tools that can integrate
Teams directly with your local IT environment including all your devices, your Wi-Fi network and
LAN content distribution networks.
You also need to ensure the security of the solution
at all levels, including perimeter security, email and
anti-spam solutions, and backups. This is no easy
task.
So how should you go about integrating these
modern systems into your network? Here's what you
need to know.

For instance, in 2020, we helped online fashion
retailer Beauty Bay move from the Scala cloud
telephony system to Teams. To do this, we provided
the firm with Microsoft Office 365 licencing, Microsoft
365 Phone System and Direct Routing for Teams.
This ensured the new system was fully integrated
with existing Microsoft 365 services, so users
required little re-training. Thanks to this integration,
end-users are able to access all their information
from a single system without switching applications.

Meeting complex requirements
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we have a direct
relationship with the company, so there are no
middlemen to deal with. But we don't just provide
Microsoft Teams. We're also Gamma and Mitel
Platinum partners, recognition of our years of
experience in telecoms.
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Every integration is unique. For example, Arrow has
set up a financial services company with Teams
Direct Calling for 15 users in its Glasgow office, using
an Audiocodes vSBC hosted in Microsoft Azure to
connect Gamma SIP trunks to the customer's
Microsoft Teams solution.
Meanwhile, for a graphics design company that also
needed Teams Direct Calling for its 23 users to
support remote working, we implemented
Gamma’s carrier model hosted SBC. This provides
SIP trunks to the customer Teams tenant in order to
allow remote telephony, which their existing system
was not well-suited for. For inbound call handling, we
provided a Teams IVR with speech recognition.

Support doesn't end after the integration
Integration doesn't end after the implementation.
You also need a provider that can deliver online
support that's tailored to your needs. At Arrow, we
know the value of local support and qualified, highlytrained engineers who know every customer by
name and are ready to help at all times.

A strong security solution
Security is a key part of any IT integration project,
and it's vital that the systems you have in place can
protect every touchpoint across your network.

Protection for your entire network
Firms need a comprehensive solution that also works
well with existing tools, whether it's defending
websites against hackers, protecting data in the
cloud, securing mobile devices from new threats or
keeping inboxes safe from criminals.
For instance, phishing attacks that look to deploy
malware or steal information are behind many data
breaches. Any communications systems
implementation should therefore come with
advanced features such as artificial intelligence and
machine learning tools that can spot these attacks
before they have a chance to cause damage.
However, these will need to be integrated carefully
to ensure they can continue working with existing
systems.
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How our partners help meet unique needs
Our partner company Altinet has many years of
experience in these implementations. For example, it
helped a major UK building society bring its email
security protections up-to-date without
compromising on useability.
Altinet reviewed the customer's systems to identify
issues such as weak defences against the most
advanced threats and poor functionality of the
existing solution. It was then able to recommend the
most appropriate solution for the building society's
situation.
The key requirements of this were that it should be
affordable, easy to manage and work well with the
firm's current IT infrastructure. These needs were
met using Email Security and Advanced Threat
Detection solutions, delivered by Altinet's expert
team.

Integrations that take your firm
to the next level
Choosing the right technology solutions for your
business is only half the battle in today's world. If you
don't have the right implementation strategy, or are
working with a partner that doesn't understand the
unique needs of your business, you'll never get the
most out of the latest tools.

Want to know more?
Microsoft Teams can support the future
of your business.
Click on the link to get started.
GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR EXPERTS TODAY
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